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SELF GUIDED - Toscana on the road

Ride along the most beautiful roads of Tuscany with a motorcycle, enjoying the

environment and the landscape, up and down its famous hills through fascinating

paths, sometimes dirt roads, surrounded by vineyards and olive trees. Is it a dream??

No, it is the proposal, first of its kind, that HP Motorrad Official Travel has decided to

include at the traditional motorbike tour. Its an idea that, hopefully, like for the

indisputable characteristics and advantages that a similar bike can offer to tourists

curious and respectful of the environment, beyond the ecological impact that we

hope will like the nature lovers. We will start from Firenze, cradle of the Renaissance,

where masters like Leonardo da Vinci, Giotto, Michelangelo, Dante and Brunelleschi,

have inherited a heritage of art and culture that belongs to the whole of humanity.

We will ride along Itineraries on scenic roads throughout the region, from Chianti to

the Crete Senesi, from the Val d'Orcia to the Maremma, from the Apennine passes to

the more secluded Hermitages, from art cities to mythical itineraries, like "the heroic",

a 205 km route that alternates asphalt and dirt, famous for the legendary vintage

bike tour that takes place every year in October and that you will retrace faithfully

copying the track, a unique experience !! Tuscany awaits you, appointment in

Florence.

A partire da

  2.200,00 

Partenza

  FLORENCE 

Arrivo

  FLORENCE 
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Abilità

  Facile / Medio 

Km / Miglia

  1.019 

giorni

  7 

Ore di guida al giorno

  6-8 

Strade turistiche

  70 

Strade difficili

  30 

Paesaggio

  9.5/10 

Storia / Cultura

  9.5/10 
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